
Veritas Technologies LLC   Americas Credit & Collections Analyst Job description January 2021 
 
The Veritas Billing, Credit & Collections team is part of the Global Finance Shared Services organization 
which is responsible for all Quote to Cash activities.  The Collections Analyst is a customer facing position 
that supports Veritas’ North America customers by providing them account services and information and 
helping them resolve issues preventing payments on past due invoices. To do this the analyst will work 
with other customer facing groups including Sales, Order Management, Technical Support, Customer 
Service, Billing and the Cash Application teams. The analyst will be assigned a portfolio of accounts and 
will analyze aging reports to prioritize their collection efforts. Will be delegated credit authority 
commensurate with qualifications and experience. The analyst will make credit decisions within their 
assigned authority on their customers' orders that fail credit check. 
 
The position performs periodic credit watch and disputes reporting on their assigned portfolio and 
maintains a report of forecast collections and collections downsides.  The Manager may assign Ad-hoc 
projects including responding to information requests of other finance departments or external auditors 
by researching Accounts Receivable. Extra hours of work will be required at quarters end to support the 
business.  
 
Under the supervision of the immediate manager the analyst works on assignments that require judgment 
in resolving issues or in making recommendations. Must be able to analyze data, identify problem areas. 
Attributes that will help the analyst be successful include strong detail orientation, excellent collections 
follow up skills - verbal and written, good excel and problem-solving skills and a keen sense of customer 
service.  Will be expected to develop enough understanding of other departments' processes to help 
resolve any issues adversely affecting collections.  
 
Position requirements include at least one year of successfully working remotely covering multiple time 
zones.   A Bachelor's degree with some Accounting and Credit training is preferred.  At least 4 years of 
related customer facing experience is needed including two years of collections experience in a high 
volume and/or moderate dispute environment. Oracle or other large ERP experience is preferred but not 
required.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Billing Analyst  
 
The Veritas Billing Analyst position has two areas of responsibility    a) investigation, remediation and 
resolution of customer disputes and b) Billing Operations Management.  
 
The position uses detailed knowledge of Veritas products (mostly EV.Cloud) and billing and telemetry 
data to analyze customer disputes and determine validity.  In consultation with technical teams, 
customers, Credit & Collections analysts and managers, the analyst prepares account adjustment 
recommendations documenting the situation and root causes.    At the manager’s discretion the analyst 
may process adjustments in ERP with approval. Validate errors in Company invoices and/or troubleshoot 
issues relating to billing operations.  
 
This position oversees billing operations to maximize effectiveness and accuracy and implements 
solutions to billing problems and oversees testing of system modifications designed to accommodate 
these solutions. The analyst participates in long-term planning and implementation projects to ensure 
effective use of current and future technology.  
Extra hours of work will be required at quarters end to support the business. 
 
The Billing Analyst will have the opportunity to take on tasks and/or assignments that stretch their 
ability and prepare them for increased responsibility including occasional rotation to other groups within 
Credit & Collections.   The position is located at Veritas’ EON office  at [address]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Cash Application Analyst 
 
The Veritas Cash Application Analyst reviews detailed and sometimes voluminous customer payment 
data as provided by Veritas’ bank and analyses customer accounts to determine the appropriate 
application to invoices. The position supports the Collections Analysts in reconciliations of customer 
accounts and research of complex payment disputes to ensure accurate application of cash. Works with 
banks where necessary to reconcile receipt discrepancies. Depending on level may perform regular 
and/or ad-hoc reporting.  
Perform application of customer payments to indicated invoices.  Perform Periodic Reporting. 
Responsible for timely and accurate application of customers’ payments to their accounts in Veritas' 
ERP. 
 
Review daily bank reports to identify customer payments from customers. Apply payments in Veritas' 
ERP to customer invoices where necessary and post them on account as unapplied cash where they 
don't match intended invoices. 
 
Identify, analyze and either resolve all types of payment exceptions due to lack of remittance detail or 
due to unauthorized deductions or refer them to Collections Analysts or other departments as 
appropriate. 
 
Perform approved account adjustments as required (credits to sales, bad debt write-offs etc) within 
assigned time frames. 
 
Support the Collections team resolving unidentified payments in accordance with corporate guidelines. 
Performs other duties as assigned including regular and/or ad-hoc reporting, periodic close activities and 
account research projects.  Review daily Bank report of wire transfer payments to identify payments 
from customers. Manually apply payments in customer accounts as necessary. Review unapplied cash to 
identify root cause. 
Research miscellaneous A/R items to provide details and check copies, to support audit work and as may 
be requested. May perform reconciliation of daily bank deposits to cash posted in Veritas' ERP.  
 
Extra hours of work will be required at quarters end to support the business. 
 
The Cash Application Analyst will have the opportunity to take on tasks and/or assignments that stretch 
their ability and prepare them for increased responsibility including occasional rotation to other groups 
within Credit & Collections.   The position is located at Veritas’ EON office  at [address]. 
 


